FOX WILLIAM MULDER
(aka. "Spooky" Mulder; M.F. Luder)
Played By: David Duchovny
Type: FBI Special Agent
Age: 37
Gender: Male
Height: 6'
Weight: 170 lbs.
Physical Description: Fox Mulder is a handsome AngloSaxon male; Tall, lean, athletic build; brown hair and eyes,
well groomed. No distinguishing marks.
Character Quirks: Sleeps on couch, eats a prodigious
amount of sunflower seeds; likes New York Nicks,
Washington Redskins, porno, classic rock, music, old sci-fi
movies, basketball, running, and swimming; vacations at Elvis
Presley's Graceland estate.
PHYSIQUE 2D+2
Swimming 5D
REFLEX 3D
Dodge 4D+1, firearms 6D, (A) martial arts 1D, running 5D,
unarmed combat 4D, unarmed combat parry 4D
CANNY 3D
Cryptography 3D+1, find 5D, hide/sneak 4D, research 7D,
surveillance 6D, writing 5D+2
EDUCATION 3D+1
Bureaucracy: Freedom of Information Act 5D, bureaucracy:
FBI 6D, crime 4D+2, esoteric science 7D, esoteric science:
UFOlogy 7D+1, law enforcement 5D, parapsychology 6D+1,
psychology 8D, supernatural 6D
TECHNICAL 3D
Computers 5D, criminal investigation 6D, electronic surveillance 5D, first aid 5D, gunsmith 4D, (A)
medicine: forensics 6D, motor vehicle operation 5D, photography 4D, sensors 4D+2
WILL 3D
Interrogation 5D+1, mental defense 4D, sanity 5D
Move: 10
PSI Sensitive: No
Magic Sensitive: No
Karma Points: 4
Survival Points: 15
Life Points: 30
Special Abilities/Disadvantages:
Eidetic Memory − Mulder has an accurately detailed, or photographic memory.
Colorblind − Mulder is red-green colorblind.
Pyrophobia − Mulder has a fear of fire.
Story Hooks:
Equipment: Cell phone, Bureau ID/badge
Weaponry: S&W 1056, 9mm; S&W .38 Special
Mulder's fascination with the unexplained phenomena escalated into full-blown obsession after
Dr. Heitz Werber's hypnotic regression therapy revealed that, as a young boy, Mulder witnessed
the abduction of his eight-year-old sister Samantha, while he was paralyzed by some unknown
power, and his memories of the tragic even altered. Convinced that his sister was taken away by
extraterrestrial forces, perhaps assisted by shadowy government organizations, Mulder set
himself the task of uncovering the truth about Samantha's abduction.
At the FBI Academy, Mulder was given the nickname "Spooky" because his theories were mostly
based on extreme possibility and the paranormal. But when he realized that aliens had abducted
his sister, he had himself assigned to the X-Files. He did this by using his success in the Bureau's
violent crimes section and with help from U.S. Senator Richard Matheson. Fearing that Mulder

would expose them, the Syndicate had Mulder assigned a partner, Special Agent Dana Scully.
Over the years Mulder has gained many allies as Informants and many enemies in his search for
the truth. His inquiry into the government conspiracy has revealed some dark secrets. While
investigating the murders of identical doctors he was summoned home on a family emergency,
where a woman arrived claiming to be Samantha Mulder. He was convinced it was really her,
only later did he discover, after she was killed by the alien bounty hunter, that she was an alienhuman clone.
When Mulder received the encoded Department of Defense files on UFO's it was revealed that
his father William played a vital role in the Syndicate, and in Samantha's abduction. The
government instead of the aliens may have abducted her as Mulder once thought. William again
summoned Mulder to his home, only before William could tell Mulder anything, he was shot dead
by Krycek. William's last words to his son were "Forgive me." Later on, Mulder found an old
picture of William and in the picture was also Deep Throat and Cancer Man. It also came out that
William was forced to choose between Mulder and Samantha as to who would be taken that
night.
Mulder was now out not only for the truth...but for vengeance against all that has happened to
him...and his family.
He found conclusive evidence that his sister was abducted by the conspiracy from Jeremiah
Smith. Jeremiah had led Mulder to a farming community where clones of the eight-year-old
Samantha lived and harvested flowers and bees. This gave him new hope that the real Samantha
was still alive.
During his search he was taken to Tunguska, Siberia with Krycek in order to track the contacts of
a diplomatic pouch containing a meteor fragment. A fragment that carried the deadly Black
Cancer within it. While in Tunguska both him and Krycek had been captured and taken to a
prison like camp. Krycek was welcomed, while Mulder was imprisoned..... and infected with the
Black Cancer. Infected, and then cured as part of an experiment the Russian government was
conducting. Mulder escaped finally with Krycek but the two were separated and Krycek, the man
that murdered Mulder's father, escaped his grasp once again.
In 1997 Mulder discovered that for a decade, the government had orchestrated a hoax in order to
make Mulder believe in the existence of extraterrestials. "They invented you." he was told. The
hoax was so elaborate that they abducted Scully and implanted an inoperable cancer in her to
make him believe. When she told him of this, he took the news hard. All his life he thought he was
searching for the ultimate truth. A truth that needed to be uncovered. But all he was looking for
was a lie, a lie that his search for cost the lives of many. Scully's life hung in the balance.
It was news and revelation enough to make him want to kill himself......and he came but a trigger
pull away from doing so. He was stopped when he realized he was being watched. When he
confronted the man, a gunfight ensued in which he killed the spy. Mulder pretended to be dead till
he could find out the truth of what was going on. Scully helped in the deception.
Once Mulder was revealed as being alive....he continued on in his research of the X-Files. He
was then led to a wheelchair bound woman named Cassandra Spender. She claimed to have
been abducted by aliens and believed something wonderful was to happen soon. Truth was, the
people she knew that had the same beliefs were brutally killed by unknown persons without
faces.
These deaths caught the interest of Krycek, who went against who he was working with at the
time, and took a boy from the scene of the deadly murders. A teenage boy that could unlock
much about the Black Cancer. But Krycek was doubled crossed by Mulder's latest informant
Marita. Because of this Krycek went to Mulder and told him how unstable things have become.
Warned him the dangers ahead. The last thing Krycek did was kiss Mulder on the cheek, as with
Russian custom, and then told Mulder in Russian "Good luck my friend."
The teenager he had taken was drawn to the same place as Cassandra Spender. Scully believed
in what the woman was saying and followed her to sight where many other abductees had
gathered. As Scully later recounts through hypnosis, Cassandra was abducted again.
This posed a problem, Cassandra Spender happened to be the mother of another FBI agent.
Agent Jeffery Spender did not like Mulder poking his nose into his mother's business. Mostly
because of Mulder's reputation. When she disappeared, Spender when out for blood. Little did
Mulder know, Spender happened to be the son of Cancer Man.

A break came when a young boy who displayed psychic ability was presented before Mulder.
Mulder was assigned to protect the boy and discover who was trying to kill him. Mulder believe
that the boy held the key to the truth.
While investigating the crimes, another agent was assigned to help. Agent Diana Fowley was an
old flame of Mulder. It was never explained just how deep the relationship was.
Cancer Man decided that enough was enough. First he shot Diana, but not killed her, and took
the boy. After he delivered the boy to the Syndicate he went to Mulder's basement office......and
burned it to the ground. Along with all of the X-Files. At seeing the destruction, all Mulder could do
was hold Scully in disbelief.
They were taken off the X-Files and reassigned a new Assistant Director. But the X-Files where
reopened. And Agent Spender and an Agent Diana Fowley were assigned to the X-Files. Despite
being re-assigned, Mulder has continued his quest for the truth in the X-Files. Many times going
behind the backs of his superiors. The only truth discovered so far is this. Yes, Mulder does have
a bedroom, but he filled it with boxes of files and information. In doing so he forced himself to
sleep on the couch. But due to circumstances surrounding an investigation into Area 51, Mulder
might now have a bedroom complete with a four-post bed, huge duel speaker radio, and mirrored
ceiling. But that fact has yet to be confirmed...except for the look on Mulder's face as he checked
the number on his apartment door to make sure he had the right apartment.

DANA KATHERINE SCULLY, M.D.
Played By: Gillian Anderson
Type: FBI Special Agent/Forensic Pathologist
Age: 35
Gender: Female
Height: 5'3"
Weight: 110 lbs.
Physical Description: Dana Scully is a healthy and
attractive Anglo-Saxon woman with shoulder length red hair;
pale skin; lean, muscular body; and green eyes; Small
abduction scar at base of neck.
Character Quirks: Believes in the Absolute of Science. Nonpracticing Catholic. Does not believe in the supernatural.
Honest. Slightly jealous of Mulder's female liaisons.
PHYSIQUE 2D+2
Lifting 3D+1
REFLEX 2D+2
Dodge 4D, firearms 7D, (A) martial arts 1D, unarmed combat
5D, unarmed combat parry 5D
CANNY 3D
Find 5D+1, research 5D, research: medical databases 5D+2,
surveillance 6D, writing 5D+2
EDUCATION 3D
Anthropology 3D+2, bureaucracy: FBI 5D+2, business 4D,
crime 4D+1, esoteric science 6D+1, history 4D, law
enforcement 5D, parapsychology 5D, psychology 4D,
supernatural 4D+2
TECHNICAL 3D
Biology 4D+2, chemistry 4D, chemistry (biochemistry) 5D, computers 4D+2, criminal investigation
6D, electronic surveillance 6D+2, first aid 8D, (A) medicine: forensic pathology 8D, photography
4D, sensors 4D+2
WILL 2D+2
Interrogation 5D, mental defense 3D+2, sanity 6D+1
Move: 10
PSI Sensitive: Yes
Magic Sensitive: No
Karma Points: 3
Survival Points: 12
Life Points: 29
Special Abilities/Disadvantages:
Bad Sight − Scully is farsighted and needs to wear glasses for up close work.
Ophiophobia − Scully has a fear of snakes.
Equipment: Cell phone, Bureau ID/badge
Weaponry: S&W 1056, 9mm
Dana Scully went to Medical school, but against her father's wishes decided to go into the FBI.
Once there she was given the assignment of being Agent Fox Mulder's partner. She was to keep
taps on Mulder and "debunk" his work using her logical and scientific views.
When Mulder was taken hostage, Deep Throat confronted her and said that she could provide the
means to save Mulder. Scully used her medical background and with help from Deep Throat
gained her way into a secrete project called "Purity Control." Once there she took an alien hybrid
fetus as the payment for Mulder's life. At the delivery, Deep Throat took her place in giving the
people the fetus. They returned Mulder but shot Deep Throat, killing him. He died in Scully's
arms. His last words being "Trust No One."
When the X-Files shut down in 1994, Scully was reassigned to a teaching position in Quantico.
There she still helped Mulder in his continuing search for the truth. In this search she was
abducted by Duane Barry and taken to Skyland Mountain. Mulder tried to rescue her, but was
stopped by Krycek. Once they got to Skyland Mountain, she disappeared, and presumed dead. A
month later she was discovered at a hospital, she was in a deep coma. When she woke, she had

no idea what had happen.
In 1995 she was walking under a metal detector and it went off at neck level for some odd
reason. Scully went to her doctor and discovered a small metal implant in her next. Placed there
when she was abducted. She took the implant to Agent Pendrell and he concluded the piece
functioned as a tracking device and a memory retrieval unit.
The removal of the implant caused deadly consequences.
Two years later in 1997 Scully was diagnosed with an inoperable cancerous mass on the wall
between her sinus and cerebrum. If it did not metastasized, then she would be fine...but she had
no such luck. She suffered from nosebleeds and fatigue due to the cancer. Even hospitalized
because of it. The kicker came when Michael Kritchgau told her that she was given the cancer in
order to make Mulder believe even harder in the existence of aliens. She told Mulder this and it
came to him as a great shock.
That he was the cause of her pain and suffering. He almost killed himself because of it. Instead,
Mulder faked his death with Scully's help. He then snuck into the secret evidence room at the
Pentagon where he was informed that the cure for her cancer was there. Cancer Man knew what
was going on but said nothing and let Mulder take a vial that held a microchip implant that once
placed in the same place the first one had been removed, regressed her cancer.
If this wasn't enough, Scully was then faced with a new revelation. When she was abducted, all of
her ovaries were taken from her and used in experiments. Once such experiment resulted in a
daughter named Emily who was birthed by another woman. Only Emily was not a healthy child
and suffered from a disease.
Scully became very attached to the girl and was trying to adopt her, only Emily died before she
could do so. It was a hard blow to her, since she was now informed that she could not have
children of her own. Scully became interested in a wheelchair woman named Cassandra
Spender.
Cassandra claimed to be an abductee and that something wonderful was about to happen. In
reality, people we being brutally killed. But somehow Scully believed the woman, and against the
wishes of Cassandra's son, FBI Agent Spender, continued to see and talk to her. She even
followed her to an abduction sight where she almost died.
Under hypnosis she recounted a tale of Cassandra being re-abducted by an alien spacecraft.
Due to this she became a believer in aliens, while Mulder doubted his own beliefs. But in an odd
switch of sides....Scully once again became a non-believer and Mulder was as much a believer
as ever.
When the X-Files were closed due to the fact that Cancer Man had burned down the basement
office, Scully was reassigned along with Mulder. While they were checking about a bomb threat in
Houston, TX, Scully and Mulder uncovered a plot dealing with the colonization of extraterrestrials
on Earth. During the process of the investigation the were caught in a huge bee keeping dome.
The escaped from the bees without being stung, but one clung inside Scully's clothing. It stung
her in Mulder's hallway and she instancing became sick with none other then the Black Cancer.
Mulder called an ambulance to help her, but the ambulance that showed up was not from any
hospital. Mulder was shot and Scully taken to an airport and flown to a secret facility in Antarctica.
The Well-Manicured Man gave Mulder the location of the facility and the cure for the Black
Cancer that would only work if given to her within 48 hours. Mulder raced after her and
discovered that the Black Cancer was much more then it seemed. He administered her the cure
but doing so caused a chain reaction that made the facility, in reality a huge space craft, take off
and fly away. They barely made it out with their lives, and Scully never saw the ship fly away.

